Abstract Windstorms are a main feature of the European climate and exert strong socioeconomic impacts. Large effort has been made in developing and enhancing models to simulate the intensification of windstorms, resulting footprints, and associated impacts. Simulated wind or gust speeds usually differ from observations, as regional climate models have biases and cannot capture all local effects. An approach to adjust regional climate model (RCM) simulations of wind and wind gust toward observations is introduced. For this purpose, 100 windstorms are selected and observations of 173 (111) test sites of the German Weather Service are considered for wind (gust) speed. Theoretical Weibull distributions are fitted to observed and simulated wind and gust speeds, and the distribution parameters of the observations are interpolated onto the RCM computational grid. A probability mapping approach is applied to relate the distributions and to correct the modeled footprints. The results are not only achieved for single test sites but for an area-wide regular grid. The approach is validated using root-mean-square errors on event and site basis, documenting that the method is generally able to adjust the RCM output toward observations. For gust speeds, an improvement on 88 of 100 events and at about 64% of the test sites is reached. For wind, 99 of 100 improved events and~84% improved sites can be obtained. This gives confidence on the potential of the introduced approach for many applications, in particular those considering wind data.
Introduction
In recent decades, global circulation models (GCMs) have become commonly used tools to understand physical processes in the climate system [e.g., Meehl et al., 2007] . They allow for an assessment of possible representations of past, present, and future climate conditions for different spatial scales and a wide range of temporal scales. However, due to their comparatively coarse resolution, GCMs show deficiencies in representing regional and local climate conditions adequately. To overcome this shortcoming, several downscaling techniques have been developed, which can be roughly grouped into dynamical and statistical methods, or a combination of both (for review see, e.g., Giorgi and Mearns [1991] , Hewitson and Crane [1996] , Wilby and Wigley [1997] , and Maraun et al. [2010] ). For statistical downscaling, large-scale variables (predictors) are related to local variables (predictands) via statistical transfer functions [e.g., Wilby et al., 1998; Hanssen-Bauer et al., 2005] . For dynamical downscaling, large-scale reanalyses or GCM data are combined with regional climate models (RCMs) resulting in high-resolution simulations (5-50 km) over a region of interest [Meehl et al., 2007; Christensen et al., 2007] . Statistical-dynamical downscaling usually combines a weather-typing approach with regional climate model (RCM) modeling [e.g., Fuentes and Heimann, 2000; Pinto et al., 2010] . These techniques can be used both for the purpose of numerical weather prediction and to determine the response of climate change on local-and regional-scale variables.
gust parameterizations have been developed to obtain wind gust speeds and windstorm footprints comparable to observations [e.g., Brasseur, 2001; Goyette et al., 2001; Ágústsson and Ólafsson, 2009; Pinto et al., 2009; Born et al., 2012] . However, dynamically downscaled wind or gust speeds do not necessarily match to observations perfectly due to local-scale factors that can affect the measurements and which cannot be captured by the RCMs [e.g., Goyette et al., 2003; Born et al., 2012] .
To bridge this gap, methods to adjust the RCM output toward local observations have been developed. The statistical estimation of the local distribution of a climate variable, when only its large-scale value is given, is known as the climate inversion problem [Kim et al., 1984] . Classical approaches usually correct model output at test site locations and were first used in the context of weather forecasts [Glahn and Lowry, 1972] . With this aim, the basic methodologies are the "perfect prog" approach and the Model Output Statistics (MOS) approach, which differ in the way of establishing the relationships between the variables [Klein and Glahn, 1974] . In the perfect prog approach, the relationship is built between observed predictands and predictors, while in the MOS approach it is built between the predictands and numerical model output. In both approaches, the resulting statistical function is applied to the simulated output.
Although approaches have been developed to obtain results on a regular grid using MOS [e.g., Glahn et al., 2009] , most MOS applications on wind aim for information only at specific locations [e.g., Thorarinsdottir and Gneiting, 2010] . By contrast, this study aims at correcting RCM output on a high-resolution grid by probability mapping. The method is applied not only for grid points where observations are available but also for all grid points in the investigation area. Here we focus on Germany, where the German Weather Service provided a dense network of wind and gust measurements. With this aim, the following three-step procedure is proposed: First, theoretical distributions are fitted to observed and simulated wind and gust speeds. Second, the distribution parameters of the observations are interpolated onto the RCM grid. Finally, the distributions of RCM variables are compared to interpolated distributions of observations by probability mapping. This enables an adjustment of the simulated wind and gust speeds toward the measurements. The results are evaluated using standard root-mean-square error (RMSE) skill scores, which also enable the interpretation of the effectiveness of the procedure for wind and gust speeds event based (i.e., errors averaged over all sites for each event) and site based (i.e., errors averaged over all events for each site).
Details on data sources and preparation are given in section 2. In section 3 methods to fit and to interpolate the data, as well as to validate the results, are explained. This section also includes an introduction to circulation weather types, which are used to analyze the potential influence of large-scale atmospheric circulation on the methodology. The results are presented in section 4, in which a difference is made between results on events and results at test sites. The paper finishes with discussion and conclusion.
Data

Selection of Events
The basic data set is a sample of 100 windstorm events with a strong impact on Europe as selected in Haas and Pinto [2012] . The selection of these storms resulted from the calculation of a loss-related meteorological index (MI) after Pinto et al. [2012] . The index is computed using ERA-Interim reanalysis data [Dee et al., 2011] with a resolution of T225 (0.75°× 0.75°). Six-hourly instantaneous wind speeds over Europe (À14.7657°E to 34.4531°E, 32.6315°N to 66.3155°N) are considered. At each grid point, the cubic exceedance of the local 98th gust percentile is calculated (following Klawa and Ulbrich [2003] ) and afterward the sum over all land grid points within this area is built. All days during the period 1989 to 2010 are ranked according to the MI. Hundred days with the highest MI are selected as set of events, which are represented by 3 day periods around the event. The detailed event list can be found in Table S1 (supporting information). Although the focus of the present study lies only on Germany, the selection of events was kept on a pan-European basis (a) for consistency with Haas and Pinto [2012] and (b) as the ultimate aim is the application of the method on the larger investigation area. As there is a very strong overlapping of the top-ranking storms between Europe and Germany (78% for Top 50 and 61% for Top 100), the results would be comparable if the event selection was performed for Germany alone. This results from the fact that most of the selected 100 storms also affect Germany, due to its geographical location in the center of the chosen Europe domain [see Haas and Pinto, 2012 , Figure S1 ].
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Regional Climate Model
The dynamically downscaled windstorm footprints used in this study are simulations of the COSMO-CLM (RCM of the Consortium for Small-scale Modeling in Climate Mode version 4.8., hereafter CCLM [Rockel et al., 2008] ). ERA-Interim reanalysis data are also used as initial and boundary conditions for the simulations of historical storms. By a two-step nesting approach, a resolution of 7 km (0.0625°) is reached. Gust speeds are computed by an approach using friction velocity as estimator for turbulence [Schulz, 2008] . A comparison with other wind gust estimation approaches and observations can be found in Born et al. [2012] . Both wind and gust speeds are available as RCM output on an hourly basis. Wind speeds are instantaneous values on the hour, while gust speeds are the maxima of all model time steps within the last hour. For the purpose of this study, daily maxima of both parameters are extracted for each RCM grid point. As region of interest, we chose all grid points within the area 5.5°E to 15°E and 47.2°N to 55.1°N (domain including Germany, Figure 1 ).
Observations
Wind and gust speed measurements of the observational network of the German Weather Service (DWD) are used. Gust speeds are available as daily maximum and wind speed as hourly mean values, which are aggregated to daily maximum wind speeds if more than 12-hourly values per day are reported. The DWD provides 434 sites measuring wind speed and 299 sites measuring gust speed. However, not all of these sites deliver observations for all of the selected events. For our analyses, 228 sites reported a sufficient amount of wind speed data and 151 sites of gust speed data (reports at minimum 70 of the 100 events). In this context, at least one of the 3 days should have an observation to count the event. Selected test sites should be representative for the surrounding area. Thus, in a second selection step, sites with large outliers differing clearly from neighboring sites are removed resulting in a set of 173 and 111 sites for wind and gusts, respectively Figure 1 ). There is an overlap of 94 test sites measuring both wind and gust speeds (marked with dots and circles in Figure 1 ). Outliers in observations may originate from steep gradients between two nearby test sites (e.g., the sites around the mountain Brocken; 10.62°E, 51.8°N) or at locations influenced by, e.g., channeling effects or in coastal areas. A distinct increase of the RMSE (>5%) is identified when applying the MOS on the first selection of sites (228 and 151 for wind and gust, respectively).
Methodology
In this section, the used methods for data preparation and evaluation are presented. First, the wind data are fitted by theoretical Weibull distributions to determine the parameters. The estimated parameters of observations are interpolated to the RCM grid and related to the parameters of the simulations by a probability mapping. Finally, the results are validated by RMSEs and interpreted using circulation weather types.
Weibull Fit
For the following calculations, theoretical Weibull distributions are fitted to observed and simulated wind and gust speeds. We consider observations and simulations of the selected events (3 days each, at maximum 300 values in total) to fit the distribution parameters. Several previous studies on wind suggest adopting the Weibull distribution for this purpose (following Justus et al. [1978] ). The scale parameter α and the shape parameter β can be easily estimated using the cumulative distribution function (CDF) form
by replacing α and β with slope m and axis intercept b of a regression line through the wind and gust speeds of each test site or grid point:
Four pairs of parameters are estimated: One pair for wind observations (m Obs,Wind , b Obs,Wind ), one pair for gust observations (m Obs,Gust , b Obs,Gust ), one pair for wind simulations (m Sim,Wind , b Sim,Wind ), and one pair for gust simulations (m Sim,Gust , b Sim,Gust ). The correlation between the empirical values and the values resulting from the regression line is on average very high (0.98). Therefore, the uncertainty of the fit is negligible and not further considered. The small deviation of the observations and simulations from the regression line confirms the Weibull distribution to be an appropriate fit. Figure S1 shows an example of transformed wind and gust observations and the regression lines for site Bamberg (Southern Germany).
Interpolation
To compare observations and simulations, distribution parameters of observations are interpolated to CCLM grid points. Here we use distance-weighted interpolation taking into account the nearest 20 sites to each grid point. The choice of 20 sites was found to be a reasonable compromise between regions with high and low station density. Each of the 20 sites is weighted by a factor w i , which is calculated using the longitudinal and latitudinal distances in kilometers (dlon i and dlat i ) between grid point and sites:
Here we use a correlation length c of 15 km. This radius has been tested empirically and delivers a good compromise between extreme smoothing and too much details resulting in a patchy interpolated field. The parameters for wind observations (m Obs,Wind , b Obs,Wind ) and for gust observations (m Obs,Gust , b Obs,Gust ) estimated as stated in the previous section are interpolated using equation (3). In the following, m Obs,Wind , b Obs,Wind , m Obs,Gust , and b Obs,Gust denote the interpolated parameters, which are needed for the probability mapping.
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Probability Mapping
To adjust the simulated wind and gust speeds (x Sim ) to observations (x Obs ), a probability mapping is carried out following the quantile-matching method described in Michelangeli et al. [2009] . A transfer function is obtained by equalizing the theoretical distributions of observations F Obs and simulations F Sim :
As the corrected simulations of wind or gust speeds x Sim,corr are estimations (denoted with the hat) of the observations x Obs , they can be calculated using the inverse distribution of the observations F
À1
Obs and the distribution of simulations F Sim :
With m Obs , m Sim , b Obs , and b Sim being the estimated slope and axis intercept of the observations and simulations, respectively. The equation can be used for the correction of wind and gust speeds by inserting the according parameters m (slope) and b (intercept).
Validation
To validate the approach, we compare observed wind and gust speeds x Obs of each event at each site to the uncorrected and corrected simulations x Sim and x Sim,corr of the nearest grid point next to this site. The squared deviations (x Sim À x Obs ) 2 and (x Sim,corr À x Obs ) 2 are each averaged over all events or over all test sites to the root-mean-square error (RMSE) and are normalized with the according means of the observations x Obs . Thus, the relative RMSEs that we use for the following analyses are
Here the number of stations is n = 173 for wind speeds and n = 111 for gust speeds to evaluate the RMSE score with respect to events. For an evaluation per test site, the score is calculated using n = number of days with observations (with a maximum of 300, 3 days times 100 events).
Circulation Weather Types
In order to assess the possible influence of large-scale atmospheric circulation on the performance of the methodology, circulation weather types (CWTs) after Jones et al. [1993] are calculated. This method is based on the manual Lamb weather types, which were originally used to classify circulation patterns over the British Isles [Lamb, 1972; Jenkinson and Collinson, 1977] , and has been used for many climate variability and climate change studies [e.g., Buishand and Brandsma, 1997; Trigo and DaCamara, 2000; Jones et al., 2012] . CWTs are determined from geostrophic wind direction and speed using large-scale data of mean sea level pressure (MSLP) at a central point and of 16 surrounding grid points ( Figure S2 ). With this aim, ERA-Interim reanalysis data were interpolated to a 2.5°× 2.5°grid. A central point over Germany (50°N; 10°E) is selected for computations, and the 12 UTC MSLP field is used as representative for the large-scale atmospheric circulation of each day. Following Jones et al. [1993] , westerly flow, southerly flow, resultant flow, westerly shear vorticity, southerly shear vorticity, and total shear vorticity are determined. Therewith all days are grouped into eight directional types defined as 45°sectors ( Figure S3 ): northeast (NE), east (E), southeast (SE), south (S), southwest (SW), west (W), northwest (NW), and north (N). Additionally, there are two circulation types: cyclonic (C) and anticyclonic (A). If neither rotational nor directional flow dominates, the day is attributed a hybrid CWT (e.g., anticyclonic west). In addition, we also consider the resultant flow parameter f (a measure of
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intensity of geostrophic wind, calculated from westerly and southerly flow), and its potential influence on the performance of the MOS approach.
Results
Results on Events
In this section, wind and wind gusts derived by the RCM are compared to observations. In particular, their potential improvement by the application of MOS is investigated. The simulated wind and gust speeds are not always congruent with observations, as exemplary shown in Figures 2a and 2b for windstorm Emma (29 February to 2 March 2008). It is apparent that some test sites are overestimated (mainly costal test sites), whereas others are underestimated (mainly at higher altitudes). To reduce this mismatch, the simulated values at the CCLM grid points are corrected according to the transformation equation introduced in section 3.3. After the correction, the 
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spatial patterns of the resulting footprints are in better agreement with observations (Figures 2c and 2d ) than the direct RCM output (Figures 2a and 2b ). Nevertheless, a small worsening is identified for certain areas, meaning that the MOS correction leads to values further away from observations (overcorrection). This can, e.g., be the case if the original CCLM simulations are already in a very good agreement with the observations.
To give an objective measure of this improvement, the observations are compared to simulations. For each test site, the corresponding nearest neighbor RCM grid point is considered. The deviations at all test sites are summed to calculate two RMSE per event, one for the original simulations (RMSE CCLM ) and one for the corrected simulations (RMSE MOS ). For wind speed, the RMSE can be improved on 99 of the 100 events (RMSE CCLM > RMSE MOS , Figure 3a ). The analysis with gust speeds evidences an improvement on 88 events (Figure 3b) . The example of Emma shows a good improvement for both parameters, i.e., the RMSE CCLM summed over all test sites is reduced by the application of the MOS (marked with E in Figure 3 ). For other events, the approach does not impair the footprints and also does not affect both wind and gust considerably as, e.g., event on 5 April 2007 (denoted with asterisk in Figures 3a and 3b ). This small improvement results from quite large event-specific RMSE CCLM (0.4751 for wind and 0.2122 for gusts) that cannot be improved significantly. Compared to Emma, this windstorm produced weaker wind gusts over Germany and caused little damage. This leads to the assumption that the correction may be more effective for higher wind and gust speeds. On the other hand, there are also events, which show a mixed response: while wind speeds are explicitly improved, gust speeds experience a worsening (e.g., event on 28 March 1995, denoted with plus-minus sign in Figures 3a and 3b) . As the simulated gusts are already quite good compared to wind speeds, there is a limited potential for improvement, but the risk of an overcorrection. This shows that the change of the RMSE of wind speeds and gusts is not always in agreement.
The influence of the large-scale atmospheric flow conditions on the performance of the methodology is analyzed by assigning CWTs to the 100 windstorm events. With this aim, the CWT type attributed to the middle day of each 3 day period per event is considered. The bars in Figure 3 are colored according to the CWTs, with infrequent types merged together into groups (compare Table 1 ). In general terms, the improvement due to MOS is somewhat dependent on the CWT. Exceptions are events occurring during infrequent CWTs (NE/E/S; C; C hybrid), for which the improvement of the RMSE is small in the case of wind and gust speed. These improvements below 10% for gusts and 25% for wind are marked as underlined values in Table 1 . On the other hand, the best improvements (>20%, bold values in Table 1 ) for gust speeds are found for west or anticyclonic west CWT events. This is in line with the above statement that the MOS has a stronger influence on larger gust speeds, as intense windstorms are often associated with westerly weather situations [Donat et al., 2010] . The same CWTs contribute to the best RMSE improvements regarding wind speed, with the anticyclonic hybrid type additionally featuring improvements above 35%. The overall view points to a better behavior of the methodology for wind than for gusts with an averaged enhancement of~33% and~15%, respectively.
In addition to the RMSE, Figures 3c and 3d depict the percentage of improved test sites per event. The percentage of improved test sites for wind speed (Figure 3c ) is generally higher than for gust speeds (Figure 3d ). For wind speed, almost all events (95 of 100) show an improvement for more than 50% of the test sites. On the other hand, the application of the MOS on gust speeds does not deliver such clear results (77 of 100 events above 50%). For some events, the percentage of improved test sides falls below the 50% line in both data sets (e.g., 29 January 1989 or 5 April 2007; marked with sharp sign and asterisk in Figures 3c and 3d ). These events are characterized by comparatively weak wind and gust speeds over Germany, so this finding corroborates the idea that the applied MOS improvement performs better on stronger events.
Results at Test Sites
We now consider how far the MOS application leads to an improvement of the results at individual test sites. When summing up the deviations over all events, for 145 of the 173 test sites (83.82%), RMSE MOS is smaller than RMSE CCLM . These improved test sites have a homogeneous spatial distribution over Germany without any clear spots or highlighted regions (Figure 4a ). Figure 4c shows that for most of the test sites, where the MOS application increases the RMSE, the change is only marginal with negative values close to zero. For gust speeds, the RMSE CCLM is reduced at 71 of 111 test sites, which corresponds to 63.96%. The spatial pattern is comparable to the one of the wind speeds (Figure 4b ), but with a tendency to smaller RMSE changes with a clear peak in the histogram around zero (Figure 4d ). The outliers (<À0.3), both in the wind and the gusts histograms (Figures 4c and 4d) , can be attributed to local effects like steep topographical gradients.
A detailed analysis at each of the test sites leads to the conclusion that they can be separated into three categories: At test sites of the first category, most events are improved by the MOS, if CCLM wind and gust speeds are larger than observed values (Figures 5a-5d ). This is the case if most of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the simulations lies below the CDF of the observations (Figures 5e and 5f ). These test sites can be identified by
with x being the intersection of the two CDFs with the distribution parameters m Obs , m CCLM , b Obs , and b CCLM , μ is the mean of the observations of the 100 events and σ is the corresponding standard deviation. The interval [μ À 0.5 Á σ; μ + 0.5] has been selected after empirical tests. Outstanding low and large improvements for wind (below 25% and above 35%) and gusts (below 10% and above 20%) are underlined and marked in bold, respectively.
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For category 2, the MOS improves events with simulated wind or gust speeds being smaller than the observed (Figures 6a-6d ). These test sites can be identified by a CDF of CCLM values above the CDF of measurements (Figures 6e and 6f ). An objective identification scheme would be
For the third category, it is difficult to apply the MOS, because the events are widely scattered (rare category, Figure S4 ). This category is characterized by intersecting CDFs near the mean of the observations (μ À 0.5 Á σ < x < μ + 0.5 Á σ). Ninety-four test sites report wind and wind gusts (marked with dots and circles in Figure 1 ), whereof at 64 sites the sorting lead to the same category regarding wind or gusts. 
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On the one hand, observations could be interpolated to grid points as absolute values to identify whether the simulated gust or wind speed is greater than the observation on grid point basis. On the other hand, this would result in large uncertainties. In order to find an alternative method to identify the events for which RMSE MOS is larger than RMSE CCLM , the dependence on the CWT of each event is examined. The dots in Figures 5a, 5b , 6a, and 6b are colored according to the CWT for each event. For the shown categories 1 and 2, there is apparently little correlation between CWT and an improvement of the RMSE CCLM . Especially for gusts, at most category 3 test sites ( Figure S4 ), the events with an anticyclonic CWT are distributed like events at category 1 test sites, i.e., scattered around a diagonal from bottom left to top right (c.f. Figures 5a-5d) . They are corrected, if the CCLM value is larger than the observation. In contrast, the distribution of events with a westerly CWT tends to be more comparable to events at category 2 test sites, as they are improved if the CCLM value is smaller than the observation, corresponding to a diagonal from top left to bottom right (c.f. Figures 6a-6d) . Thus, the consideration of the CWT can potentially help to interpret the scattering of the events and to refine the classification of categories. Nevertheless, further considerations would be necessary to effectively use the CWT information in practical terms. 
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The CWT classification not only reflects the direction of the large-scale circulation but also provides f as measure of the total geostrophic flow intensity induced by the synoptic situation. The dots in Figures 5c, 5d , 6c, and 6d are colored according to this parameter. At category 1 and 2 test sites, the events with small f parameters tend to be little affected by the MOS, while events with large f parameters show a clear adjustment either in positive or negative direction. This is attributed to the fact that high wind and gust speeds can be attributed to large f values, thus having more potential to be adjusted by the approach. At category 3 test sites, events with small f values tend to behave as events at category 1 test sites, thus being corrected if the CCLM value is larger than the observation (analogue to category 3 and CWT types). Accordingly, events with large f values tend to behave as events at category 2 test sites, thus being improved if the CCLM value is smaller than the observation.
In general, a reasonable improvement of wind speeds by the use of the MOS approach is found. The RMSE summed over all events and test sites is decreased by 33% (Table 1) . The application on gusts also brings an overall improvement (15% , Table 1 ) but has more outliers for specific events or test sites. 
Discussion and Conclusions
In this study, we introduced an approach to adjust dynamically downscaled windstorm footprints to observations. For this purpose, we selected 100 storm events, which had a large impact on Europe and compared wind and gust speeds simulated by the CCLM with according observations of 173 (111) DWD test sites. At each grid point and each test site the theoretical Weibull distribution is fitted to wind and gust speeds. The distributions of observations are interpolated to the CCLM grid points to use both distributions in a probability mapping approach to correct the simulated values. Unlike most previous studies dealing with MOS applied on wind data, we developed and applied the method not only for specific locations as, e.g., wind farms, but for producing an area-wide output on a grid. It has been shown that this method is generally able to enhance the results of dynamical downscaling toward observations. Nevertheless, when considering gust speeds, there are still some events and test sites that are not improved, or in some cases even worsened. By contrast, the application of the approach on wind speeds clearly produces better results, both event and site based.
The analysis of events indicated an improvement of 99% for wind speed and 88% for gust speed. Thereby, events having a pronounced wind signature with high wind or gust speeds have a larger potential to be corrected by the introduced MOS approach. However, we found that the change in RMSE for wind and the change in RMSE for gusts are not always congruent. The analysis of test sites also delivers better results for wind speeds (~84% improved sites) than for gust speeds (~64% improved sites). The quality of the MOS application on test site basis can be quantified by an objective scheme regarding the deviation between observations and simulations of the closest grid point. To get the information at each grid point, such an identification of categories could also be based on the CDF of the interpolated distribution parameters.
In general terms, an application of this methodology to wind speed can be recommended due to the promising improvement of the wind fields. On the other hand, the methodology should be further improved before it can generally be applied to wind gust data, as currently less improvement is found. The generally better performance of the approach applied on wind speed in comparison to gust speed can be attributed to several reasons. First, it is presumably due to the strong temporal variability of gusts and the local differences. This also involves more extremes and outliers in the gust data. Second, the larger data sets for hourly wind speed may play a determinant role on the enhanced performance of the approach. Longer time series of gust speeds with a sufficient number of observations at more sites would potentially bring the results for gust closer to the ones for wind.
Future investigations should focus on a larger domain (Europe) to be able to adjust the full downscaling model introduced in Haas and Pinto [2012] , provided an adequate set of measurement data is available. Eventually, the interpolation scheme needs to be adapted to be applicable on a larger set of test sites. This could, e.g., be done by adjusting the weighting factors or by embedding local characteristics like topography to avoid too steep gradients in the interpolated field. The effective use of the CWT information to identify events or test sites with a large or small potential of correction still needs further considerations. The use of historical data delivers the opportunity to apply an event-based MOS or the objective identification scheme introduced in section 4.2 to enhance the results for gust speeds. Such an identification of generally good or worse performing events or test sites is, due to the obvious nonexistence of observations for the future, not applicable for future climate investigations. Nevertheless, without this identification, the MOS approach itself can be applied for future climate investigations, if the transfer functions for wind and gust speed are assumed to be stationary in time. This assumption of stationarity should be proofed in future studies. Regarding the promising results for wind speed, a clear potential for application on GCM simulations is evident. The approach could, e.g., be applied in combination with the downscaling method introduced in Haas and Pinto [2012] . This enables the analysis of decadal predictability and climate change projections considering large ensembles. The methodology could also be applied to other variables like temperature, for which much better data coverage exists.
